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What was your main takeaway?

Things will be ok :)

I need to do more for myself in terms of making sure I’m doing okay

Its okay to be mentally ill, don't be ashamed

Support is always closer that I think

People struggling don’t always seem to be

That we are all in the same boat and I can be kinder while trying to understand myself

I can see different mental health issues and things happened on different people outside my thoughts. I also
get support from other fight with mental health.

Mental health should be taken seriously

If you were telling a friend about this workshop, you would describe it as:
(Highlights: see raw data for full list)

A group talk about mental health

Helpful and a great time for reflection

An event where you can talk about and discuss mental wellness and the steps to take to get better

A good opportunity to think about what you need for your emotional and mental health

So helpful welcoming and amazing

Engaging and supportive

You can learn, understand and feel other people more. U can be more confident to be yourself and strong
power to affect others.
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How might you use what you learned today?

Be a better listener

Try to take more notice of myself and be as kind to myself as possible

To better my life and my mental health journey

I might remember to look for support when I need it

A more positive outlook

Understand my students and family

Checking out NAMI and submitting my film to artwithimpact

Be more empathetic towards personal mental health struggles

What are the biggest barriers to your mental wellness
and/or receiving mental health support?

(Highlights: see raw data for full list)

Stigma

I feel like I want to solve the problem by myself

My community and lack of healthcare

Invalidating both by myself and others and telling myself i’m not “mentally ill” enough

Cost

Internal conflict

How can we improve this event in the future?

Keep coming back every year

Maybe more interesting activities

More advertising

Do it more regularly (make a club or something) make it longer so we can watch more of the movies

Major

Illustration 1

Animation 4

Graphic design 2

Photography 1
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